The possibility of a trineutron ('n) bound state is investigated by solving the Faddeev equation with a realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction in the coordinate space. It is found that JP= 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+, 7 /2+, 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-and 7/2-states of 'n are unbound for the Reid soft core potential. § 1. Introduction Recently Glockle 8 > calculated the position of the pole of the three-body S matrix for the odd state Clx = 0, ly = 1), where lx and ly are the orbital angular momenta between pair neutrons and between the spectator neutron and the center of mass of the pair, respectively. He could not obtain the possibility of a low energy resonance of three neutrons. Offermann and Glockle 9 > also investigated the three neutron resonance for the -V, l', }-and J-states by solving the Fadcleev equation with the Reid potential in the momentum space and found that the low energy resonance was extremely unlikely. They pointed out that the ~ odd state was energetically most favourable.
The investigation of the possibility of a trineutron CSn) bound state has received considerable attention. The experimental evidence of the bound state of 3 n with the binding energy of 1 MeV was once reported by Ajdacic et al. 1 > and Kim et al.;> while all other numerous measurements could not find the evidence of the bound state.') In calculations of the bound state of 3 n there exist contradictory results. Mitra-Bhasin"> and Jacob-Gupta 5 > investigated this problem using the Faddeev equation with separable interaction and concluded that the bound state of 3 n was likely to exist, while Okamoto and Davies 6 ) and Barbin calculated using some variational method with simple conventional potentials and found the trineutron state to be unbound. The state (L, S, J) P = (1, t t) ~ was discussed by Mitra et al.,' 1 Okamoto et al. 61 and Barbi.n However, the potential of this pure state is repulsive. The JP = t + state coupled by non-central interactions was calculated with some approximations> and the t odd state favoured by the shell model was also consiclered.n In all these calculations some simple forms of interactions vvere used in order to make the problem tractable.
Recently Glockle 8 > calculated the position of the pole of the three-body S matrix for the odd state Clx = 0, ly = 1), where lx and ly are the orbital angular momenta between pair neutrons and between the spectator neutron and the center of mass of the pair, respectively. He could not obtain the possibility of a low energy resonance of three neutrons. Offermann and Glockle 9 > also investigated the three neutron resonance for the -V, l', }-and J-states by solving the Fadcleev equation with the Reid potential in the momentum space and found that the low energy resonance was extremely unlikely. They pointed out that the ~ odd state was energetically most favourable.
As a first step we already studied the pure ( Three neutrons are denoted by 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The distances between interacting pair neutrons 2 and 3, and between the spectator neutron and center of the pair are denoted by x and y 3 /2y, respectively. The other pair of the distance is related to x and y by _, 1-y!J-
Since the total isospin of the bound state of 3 n is T = i, the isospin wave function is symmetric. The total spin can take the values S = 1z andl For the S = -~ case the spin-isospin wave functions are of mixed symmetry and for the S = i case the spin-isospin wave function is symmetric, because of the antisymmetry requirement under exchange of interacting pair neutrons. The totally antisymmetric wave function is given by (2· 2)
As the three Faddeev equations are identical, we treat the equation for the
Here II0 is the kinetic energy operator and E is the energy in the center-of-mass system and v23 is the interaction between the neutrons 2 and 3. we expand the vvave function 1]/i into the radial wave function ¢f;1 :L (x, y), spin-isospin part zasr and orbital part (two-angle spherical harmonics) (x, y), (2) (3) (4) where a is a symmetry index of the spin-isospin state and represents, for 3 In order to simplify the calculation of the source term on the right-hand side of the partial differential equation (2 · 5) , the hyperspherical coordinates are introduced:
Equation (2 · 5) 1s expressed by = -I:; Vnn' (P, e) [¢n' (P, e) + -;:_= I:; P n'n" fe, de' An'n" (e, e') ¢n" (p, e') J, el=e--
Furthermore, we introduce the following new function in order to improve the rate of convergence for numerical calculation:
Then we get
The functional form of the potential may be written as
The effective potentials of dominant partial waves for V, , i +, ~+ and t-, ~-, ~-, f-states are shown in Tables I (a) and (b), respectively, and we can easily see the potential strength of each state. These dominant partial waves for each state are taken by considering the forces, the angular momentum barrier and O<L<2. There are limitations due to computer memory and time. In order to make the problem tractable in numerical calculation, it is unavoidable to restrict our analysis to several coupled states for each case. In our computation nucleonnucleon interactions are restricted to singlet S, triplet P, singlet D and triplet F waves. The triplet P wave interactions are extremely important for 3 n. In the triplet odd nucleon-nucleon interaction, the tensor force is repulsive and the spin- In order to solve the partial differential equations (3 · 5) vve must give some boundary conditions. The physical wave function must be regular at the origin. Besides, in the bound state it must be very small at sufficiently large distances from the ongm. We assume 
Then we solve the eigenvalue problem of the partial differential equations (3 · 5) by inverse iteration. The k-th iteration of (H-E')cf;n'k 1 =cfln<k-ll converges at 1~"--'5 initiating from k=1 to an eigenfunction <(In of H if E' is the eigenvalue. Then we calculate the Ritz quotient:
If the converged value of (E-E') is zero, the value of E' becomes the lowest eigenvalue of H.
We replace Eq. (3·5) by finite difference equation.
we take 41 points for p and 0, and p value up to 19.6 fm.
For the mesh points, Near the origin the step value is op = 0.3 fm, while the mesh size is taken as twice where pis larger.
We also use the successive over-relaxation method and the accelerating factor u> 1s taken to be 1.6. Since we are interested only in the existence of 3 n, we take E' values from -6 MeV to 0 MeV. The result of (E-E') values as a function of E' for the positive parity and negative parity states with the Reid soft-core potentiaP 61 is shown in Tables II (a) We find that the value of (E-E') for each state 1s not close to zero for negative E' values in Tables II(a) and (b). Since the (E-E') value of the negative parity t-state for E' = 0 is the smallest, the most favourable state is t -. In this state the probability of 3 F wave is negligibly small in Table I (b). Therefore the 3 P2 -3 F 2 force is ineffective to the t-state.
In the t+, ~+ and i+ states we also investigate states including 3 F forces in addition to states shown in Table I (a). These states with these forces are less favourable than without these forces because the functions Af~'ly,lx"l•" (x, y, cos~) in Eq. (2·5) are negative in large part in these states including 3 F forces and in coupled states with tensor and LS forces. The probability of the S wave in the t+, t-and i-states is about fifty percent. The S-wave contribution to these states is large. In the i +, i-and i-states, 3 
